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4 Desi's Lyrics
English

This is springer
You doing your thing
I like your rapping angrezi
They ask me why i ‘m in the rap gang
I said i do it for the desi’s

I do it for the desi’s
I do it for the desi’s
I do it for the desi’s
I do it for the desi’s

Aah! I said i do it 4 the desis
Rap like i ‘m crazy
Cuz mother f**k take me
I’ll be in the studio
You mother f**ker lazy

Been what ***
The whole damn nation like jay z
Nothing seems to amaze me
I have seen it all

Fake friends acting like they love me
But wanna see me fall
You got a problem with springer
Then come and see me down
And you’re talking about shit

Use the way down
They leave me down
If i wanna erase you
Get the mother f**k
I’m on the block everyplace

Talking about how’re you in love
With the game but hateful
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Acting like you real hip-hop
But you’re the fake fool

Yeah! You’re so grateful
Had a few fans
And even mother f*k
I’m thankful for all the blessings
And my supporters
Much love to my fans
Across the world

This is springer
You doing your thing
I like your rapping angrezi
They ask me why i ‘m in the rap gang
I said i do it 4 desis

I do it 4 desi’s
I do it 4 desi’s
I do it 4 desi’s
I do it 4 desi’s

Raxstar:
Growing up in pressure
My desi’s understand
If we didn’t want to live life
The way our parents had planned it
Walking the thin line
I don’t know how i managed
I earned every ounce of respect
It wasn’t handed

I don’t want to live lavish
I don’t want the finer things
Just recognize the originality
I can bring you
You don’t know the hope
That i give to these children
Looking like the face of the nation
A millions of asian indians
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Punjabi is the mother tongue
You’re the same color as me
Look what you’re brother has done
Made a life from the hardship
I never ask this
Lyricsbogie.com
Light skin or dark skin
But you’ve got the heart of kings

I love my people
I do it for us
When they’re pimping out of scene
Tell me who can you trust
These fakers doing their own beezti
All the real ones doing it 4 desi’s

This is springer
You doing your thing
I like your rapping angrezi
They ask me why i ‘m in the rap gang
I said i do it 4 desi’s

I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s

Zara maaf karna mujhko
Angrezi kam aati hai
Albata sansthapak
Hindi rap ka meri jaati hai

Suna hai kaafi daraati hai
Tumko meri vyakaran
Saral shabdon mein bolu kya
Jaise koyi maa samjhaati hai

Honi faata faati hai pucho
Chaahe bhagwan se
Vatawaran hi badal dunga
Bankar gaaunga tansen
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Viman se vichar mere
Nikal jayenge aawaz karke
Upar se likhwaya gaana
Maine babbu maan se

Badbudar koodedaan se zyaada
Inki soch kabada hai
Pichwada main chhod diya
Inka tod diya jabada hai

Dilwaya maine jhada hai
Inke liye apshagun hu main
Dekho teen tigada
Humne kaam bigada hai
Pardhaan

This is springer
You doing your thing
I like your rapping angrezi
They ask me why i ‘m in the rap gang
I said i do it 4 desi’s

I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s
I do it 4 the desi’s.
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